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ECS advises against fall break, discusses empty committee seats
BY CLAIRE FODELL
ASSISTANTNEWS@LANTHORN.COM
rand Valley State University’s 
Executive Committee of the 
Senate discussed a range of 
issues—from a new fall break to emp­
ty faculty-committee seats reserved for 
students—at its meeting Sept. 13.
“It is our job to screen issues that 
are ready for the whole senate,” said 
chair of the ECS Karen Gipson said 
of the role of the committee.
Though nothing was officially 
decided at the meeting, there was 
a lot of discussion about the is­
sues and few were moved to the 
University Academic Senate 
schedule for further discussion.
FALL BREAK
The first major item the ECS dis­
cussed was the possibility of a fall 
break for GVSU.
Student Senate recently passed a 
resolution to the Academic Policies 
and Standards Committee propos­
ing that a fall break would benefit 
students by enhancing their ability 
to retain information.
After much discussion and
study of peer institutions in the 
state, the APSC—which makes 
recommendations to the senate 
regarding academic policies and 
procedures on campus—decided 
that a fall break wouldn’t be pos­
sible because it would be too hard 
to make up the time. GVSU would 
either have to begin sooner in the 
fall or add an extra day in the 
summer. Another idea brought up 
was taking away the Tuesday after 
Labor Day to make up for it.
Although the APSC doesn’t sup­
port the proposition, Student Senate
President Ricardo Benavidez said the 
students still stand by their resolution.
“Not all of our peer institu­
tions have a fall break, but we be­
lieve that it would be better for 
us to have a fall break,” Benavi­
dez said. “We don’t always follow 
what our peer institutions do.”
When deciding which issues will 
be heard by the UAS, the ECS and 
other committees will sometimes 
send a proposition to the UAS 
with a recommendation that it be 
passed or that an issue requires fur­
ther discussion. The resolution for
a fall break will be sent to the UAS 
and will include the recommenda­
tion from the APSC stating that it 
wouldn’t be in the best interest of 
students to pass the resolution.
Although there was some oppo­
sition to the Student Senate’s propo­
sition, Benavidez remains positive 
about future reviews of resolutions.
“It’s important to increase 
student voice,” he said. “Sending 
resolutions to committees and 
hearing back from them is the 
best way.”
SEE ECS ON A5
Typical day: President Thomas Haas and his wife Marcia pose in front of their home in East Grand Rapids. Haas, who has 
much to do as the face of the university, usually starts his day at 5 a.m. and doesn’t retire until well into the evening.
A day in the life of T.Haas
President Haas speaks on life, family and his role at GV
BY RYAN JARVI
NEWS@LANTHORN.COM
Around 8:15 a.m., tables on the back 
deck of an East Grand Rapids home 
were covered with burgundy table­
cloths, nice plates and silverware. There 
was enough seating for about 60 guests, 
and a dozen or so people were scurry­
ing about completing any final cleaning 
and setup before the commencement of 
the event, which was a brunch to honor 
Emeriti professors—faculty who have 
retired but retained their rank or title.
In his suit, Grand Valley State Univer­
sity’s President Thomas J. Haas was wip­
ing down the cover of the Jacuzzi, which 
sat on the deck and had collected some 
moisture overnight. He came from hum­
ble beginnings and doesn’t mind doing a 
little work to help out. He’s used to a larg­
er load, anyway. On any given day, his 
schedule as chief administrator at GVSU 
can be booked tight for 10, 11 or more 
hours, but it doesn’t wear him down.
“The energy has been there,” Haas said. 
“I, again, feel very blessed to have good 
health and good people helping me, too.”
He usually starts his day around 5 or 6 a.m.
“I’m a morning person,” Haas said. “I 
do enjoy my first hour with a cup of coffee, 
seeing what’s happening in the news, and 
at times getting right into the work of the 
university, too, with email and the like.”
He views his day as broken up into two 
sections. From the time he wakes up until 5
or 6 p.m., he deals with a number of meet­
ings, speaking engagements and events on 
and around campus. After that, he and his 
wife, Marcia, are usually busy six nights a 
week, engaged with university activities or 
opportunities in the community, until he 
hits the hay around 9 or 10 p.m.
“I sleep well at night,” he said. 
Who wouldn’t?
Back at his home at about 8:45 a.m., 
the helpers have gotten everything 
ready and the first guests start arriving 
for the brunch. Haas and Marcia are at 
the front door greeting each one with a 
warm smile, a firm handshake and a few 
hugs. They do this for the next 50-odd 
people until everyone is accounted for, 
then they join their guests on the deck.
The house, which has five bedrooms 
and two and one-half bathrooms, was 
built in 1928 and acquired by GVSU in 
the late 1960s as a place for the president 
to host fund-raisers and other university- 
related business, such as these brunches. 
Though the residence has no assessed val­
ue because GVSU is exempt from paying 
taxes, the entire piece of property has a 
True Cash Value of more than $950,000, 
according to documents obtained from 
the city of East Grand Rapids.
But still, it’s no elaborate mansion, and 
several times a year the president and his 
first lady host events at their residence. To 
some, it might make the house feel less 
like a home, but Haas doesn’t think so.
“It is our home and we merged 
our own furniture and personal art 
with items that the university already 
owned,” he said. “The benefit of having 
a university home is that it is part of the 
university and part of the community.”
Establishing a strong relationship with 
the community on behalf of GVSU is part 
of what the president does every day.
“I think that’s one of the most important 
responsibilities of a president, to create the 
myriad of relationships that help people un­
derstand the mission and the desired out­
comes of a public university, and specifically 
what makes Grand Valley special,” he said.
TEACHING
Haas has earned a number of de­
grees over his lifetime, and though 
he’s not currently pursuing any more, 
he said his learning hasn’t stopped.
“I might not be working on any par­
ticular degree, but I’m always continu­
ing to learn whether it be through the 
students and my engagement with stu­
dents here or interacting with our com­
munity, our legislative leaders (and) 
with the business community,” he said.
Somehow, he finds time to get back 
to his teaching roots and still gets excited 
when he steps behind the lectern to teach a 
course in chemistry or strategic planning.
“In fact, Marcia will tell you dearly’’ he
SEE HAAS 0NA5
Expanding to 
new horizons
GV professors teach in global context
BY SARAH HILLENBRAND
ASSOCIATE @ LANTHORN.COM
Global learning is stated 
as one of Grand Valley State 
University’s objectives, but in 
many majors, a class incorpo­
rating global learning is not 
required. The Internation­
alization Task Force aims to 
change that, and it held two 
Town Hall discussions last 
week to gather opinions from 
other faculty members.
“It’s a way for us to reach 
out to faculty to talk with them 
about the situation of interna­
tionalization at Grand ValleyT 
said Carol Sanchez, who is the 
director of International Busi­
ness Programs and is helping 
the initiative to incorporate 
global learning into courses at 
GVSU. “There are some stud­
ies that have a lot of interna­
tional content, but some areas 
that don’t have much.”
At the Town Hall discussion 
on Sept. 11, faculty expressed 
concerns that adding another 
required dass for either the 
general education program or 
major requirements might fur­
ther push back graduation for 
many students. Several faculty 
members said it would be dif­
ficult to identify opportunities 
where global learning could 
be incorporated naturally and 
that it would be difficult to 
figure out how they’ve fulfilled 
this requirement without add­
ing another required course.
Sanchez said that al­
though many programs have 
global learning opportuni­
ties, including study abroad 
trips and classes covering 
international topics, many of 
them are optional. She added 
that many people don’t have 
the resources to study abroad 
and could avoid classes with 
an international focus, and 
therefore could go through 
their entire college career 
without any global learning, 
which could set back stu­
dents in a future career.
“We want every student 
to be exposed to signifi­
cant and measurable global 
learning by the time they
graduate,” Sanchez said.
Ed Aboufadel, chair of the 
Mathematics Department, 
urged faculty to not give up 
on the idea of increased global 
learning because it might be 
difficult to incorporate into 
classes. “Some people might 
not know how to incorporate 
internationalization into their 
courses, but if you never ask 
the question you won’t get an 
answer,” he said.
The Internationalization 
Task Force had the difficult job 
of also defining and agreeing 
on what global learning means. 
It came up with a broad, work­
able definition that could be 
adapted with time.
The definition included 
exposing students to an analy­
sis of and engagement with 
global systems and legacies. 
By doing this, the task force 
hopes that students become 
more informed and open- 
minded, seek to understand 
more about other cultures and 
how their actions affect local 
and global communities, and 
address world issues with col­
laboration and fairness.
“GVSU students are well 
prepared to succeed in college, 
but many of them are not very 
worldly,” said Mark Schaub, 
who is also working to interna­
tionalize more courses. “Many 
students shy away from inter­
national faculty.”
Schaub, chief interna­
tional officer for the Pad- 
nos International Center, 
said the purpose of the 
Town Hall discussions is 
to let the task force know 
whether it will have faculty 
support, since the faculty 
would be the ones to incor­
porate global learning into 
the courses they teach.
Schaub also said he hopes 
the discussions will provide 
good feedback from faculty 
so that the task force will 
have a better recommenda­
tion for next semester.
For more information 
about the internationaliza­
tion efforts, visit www.gvsu. 
edu/internationalization.
GV hosts record number of veterans, develops new student-vets lounge
SVO adds resources as veterans join student body
BY ALANA HOLLAND
AHOLLAND@LANTHORN.COM
It was 12 years ago last week 
since the tragic events of Sept. 
11. Now, as the wars in Iraq and 
Afghanistan are winding down, 
soldiers are returning home to 
begin new lives, and some are 
enrolling in school. What that 
means for Grand Valley State 
University is that there are 
more student veterans, mili­
tary reserve students, and ac­
tive Coast Guard and National 
Guard members on campus 
than ever before.
In 2009, there were 230 vet­
erans and military-related stu­
dents. This year, there are 504. 
While the number still appears 
to be low compared to the total 
population of GVSU, it is ex­
pected to increase dramatically 
over time.
In response to the increase, 
GVSUs Student Veterans Or­
ganization unveiled the new 
Veterans I-ounge on Sept. 11. 
Ix>cated on the upper level of 
the Kirkhof Center, the lounge 
offers veterans and military-re­
lated students a place to interact 
with others who have shared 
similar experiences.
“It creates a support group 
for each other,” Assistant Dean
of Students Steven Lipnicki 
said. “Sure, while some veter­
ans have some serious issues 
returning to classes, the biggest 
thing student veterans have 
challenges with is the assump­
tions of other students and 
teachers about themselves as a 
veteran.”
The increase of student vet­
erans and military-related stu­
dents can be directly linked to 
the Post 9/11 GI Bill. In 2009, 
the GI bill began to cover full 
tuition for many service mem­
bers. It also provides for addi-
SEE VETERANS ON A5
GVL | HANNAH MICO
A naw start: The Student Veterans Organization holds its kickoff and resource fair. The 
number of veterans at Grand Valley State University has expanded in the last few years.
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Student advising center opens on Pew Campus
The Student Academic Success Center of Grand Valley State 
University will open a new location on the Pew Campus to­
day. The Pew Campus Student Academic Success Center will 
be on the first floor of the Eberhard Center and will be an 
extension of the already established SASC in Allendale to pro­
vide support for the 5,800 students who take classes at the 
Pew Campus. Tutoring services will be provided at the center, 
as well as instructional services and writing workshops from 
the Writing Center. Faculty members from the Padnos College 
of Engineering and Computing will also hold office hours in 
the new facility.
Fitness and Wellness Center 
hosts body composition clinic
Grand Valley State University's Fitness and Wellness Center 
invites all students, faculty, staff and Fieldhouse members to 
a free body composition clinic. The clinic will be a three-site 
skin fold test to measure body fat composition.The clinic will 
be held from 12 p.m. to 7 p.m. on Sept. 16 and Sept. 17 at the 
Fieldhouse. The Fitness and Wellness Center advises not to 
work out before, have clean and dry skin and dress in shorts 
and a t-shirt. For a full list of health screenings available this 
year go to www.gvsu.edu/rec.
Free yoga class tonight
Campus Recreation is hosting a free yoga class tonight from 
9 p.m. to 10 p.m. for any Grand Valley State University stu­
dents. Students interested just need to bring a yoga mat and 
a student I.D. to the Niemeyer Multipurpose room. For more 
information about group exercise classes offered by Campus 
Recreation, visit www.gvsu.edu/rec/groupex.
Career Center to host resume writing workshop
Grand Valley State University's Career Center invites all stu­
dents who are writing their first resume to attend a resume 
writing workshop for some tips. Students will learn all the 
basics of writing a resume designed to get them the job. The 
workshop will be from 10 a.m. to 11 a.m. Sept. 17 in 206 Stu­
dent Services Building in Allendale. For more information, 
contact Career Services 616-331-6708, or visit www.gvsu.edu/ 
careers.
At the Lanthorn we strive to bring you the most 
accurate news possible. If we make a mistake, we 
want to make it right. If you find any errors in fact in 
the Lanthorn, let us know by calling 616-331-2464 or by 
emailing editorial@lanthom.com.
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Senate talks campus rec expansion
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Campus goals: Student Senate President Ricardo Benavidez speaks to the senators. 
Senate discussed plans for the expansion of the Recreation Center. /
BY HANNAH LENTZ
HLENTZ (SLATHORN.COM
Grand Valley State University’s Student 
Senate heard concerns regarding the limited 
Campus Recreation space and physical train­
ing equipment available to a growing popula­
tion of students at its Sept. 12 meeting.
The Fieldhouse, which was built in 19%, 
is 45,000 square feet; the recommended size 
of a facility for a student body, such as that 
at GVSU, is estimated to be around 250,000 
square feet. Since 19%, GVSU’s student 
population has grown by about 67 percent, 
from 14,662 to this year’s number of24,477.
Laura Kennett, associate director 
of Campus Recreation, presented the 
senate with the results of a user-and- 
needs assessment regarding recre­
ational facilities on campus.
“People are waiting for long periods of 
time for equipment or simply leaving,” Ken­
nett said. “That’s not the kind of atmosphere 
or experience we want to provide.”
In order to fix this predicament, it was ex­
plained that Campus Recreation will be look­
ing into long-term solutions, such as expan­
sion and development, as well as short-term 
goals like working with surrounding gyms 
and GVSU affiliated apartment complexes.
“The goal of Campus Recreation is 
to create enough space and services to 
enrich the Grand Valley experience 
for students,” Kennett said.
She added that the situation requires a 
keen eye due to the increasing amount of 
K-12 education with a fitness-based cur­
riculum and the ever present risk of obe­
sity in America. At the meeting, it was also 
pointed out that it has been predicted that 
80 percent of adults will be overweight by 
2030, and 50 percent will be obese.
“The more we have available and easily ac­
cessible, the more we can prevent this,” Ken­
nett said “We, as a committee, will be meeting 
to discuss our optioas and create a solution.”
Also at the meeting, Student Senate men­
tioned that it will have a table set up in the 
Kirkhof Center lobby during homecoming 
week where students can bring t-shirts from 
high school or other universities and trade 
them in for a free GVSU t-shirt.
“You aren’t in high school anymore and 
you don’t go to a different college so you 
should be wearing Grand Valley clothing,” 
said Emma Moulton, vice president of pub­
lic relations for Student Senate.
The senate will also be hosting a 
Twitter and Facebook competition for 
free tickets to see Steve Aoki at this 
year’s Homecoming celebration.
“For the Twitter contest all you need to 
do is re-tweet our tweet about the concert, 
and we will pick two winners through Twit­
ter,” Moulton said. “We will be making a Fa­
cebook event, and if you reply as going’ you 
will be entered in the contest, and we will be 
picking out two winners from that.”
Student Senate also appointed Arielle 
Leipham to the Political Affairs Com­
mittee, Danielle Pickett to the Campus 
Affairs Committee and Cody Rivers to 
the Public Relations Committee.
Senator Jorden Simmonds received 
the Immediate Impact Award, an hon­
or that shows he started the year off 
strong and made an impact with sen­
ate work. Senator Demario Bell was 
also nominated for the award.
The next Student Senate meeting will 
be at 4:30 p.m. on Sept. 19 in the Pere 
Marquette room of the Kirkhof Center.
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GV to host ninth Idea Pitch Competition
Students given opportunity to sell ideas, create connections, win start-up capital
. .»zfl 
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Innovative Ideas: GVSU student Ulandra Reynolds pitches her “All Things Weaved" idea during last year's 
Business Plan Competition. This will be the ninth year the competition has been held.
BY ALYSSA RETTELLE
ARETTELLE@LANTHORN.COM
If you’ve got an idea you think 
is worth $1,000, Grand Valley 
State University has a place for 
you to sell it. GVSU is hosting its 
ninth annual Idea Pitch Compe­
tition where students will have 
the opportunity to pitch their 
original idea to a panel of judges.
Miles Smith, president 
of GVSU’s Collegiate En­
trepreneurs Organization 
(CEO), said the Idea Pitch 
Competition is a good op­
portunity for students.
“It’s the perfect opportu­
nity for students of any major 
to have their voice heard and 
receive validation on their
business idea,” Smith said.
Each competitor will have 
90 seconds to present an idea 
to a panel of judges for a chance 
to win start-up money and to 
compete in the Regional Idea 
Pitch Competition at Davenport 
University on Nov. 3.
First place winners of the 
competition earn $1,000. Sec­
ond place gets $750, and third 
place gets $500. In addition to 
competing for start-up capital, 
students will have opportunities 
to create business connections.
Though the panel of 
judges is currently unde­
cided, it will consist of 
five business leaders from 
the West Michigan area. 
Competitors aren’t allowed 
to sell their ideas using 
PowerPoints or props, but 
instead must explain the 
projects verbally.
According to CEOs web­
site, presenting oneself effec­
tively is an essential tool in 
the world of business, and a 
well-planned idea pitch can 
open doors in the future.
“Some students, such as 
myself, continue pushing their 
business beyond the competi­
tion scene and turn it into a 
profitable company, and it can 
all start with something as 
simple as the Idea Pitch Com­
petition,” Smith said.
Jason Sissing, a senior 
business marketing student, 
won the $ 1,000 prize for plac­
ing first at last years compe­
tition and said he pitched for 
the thrill and experience.
“I really felt it would be a 
great way for me to stretch my­
self and ultimately put my idea
*«
I really felt it would be 
a great way for me to 
stretch myself...
JASON SISSING
SENIOR BUSINESS STUDENT
to the test,” Sissing said.
He pitched something 
called “Pop-Top” lid, which 
is a redesigned, disposable 
plastic lid that allows users 
to easily pick up their bever­
ages by the lid without hav­
ing it 
come 
off and 
fall 
to the 
floor; 
t h e 
design 
would 
u 11 i - 
mately 
reduce 
c o n -
tamination and waste.
After winning the com­
petition, Sissing went on to 
win the 2012 Regional Idea 
Pitch Competition, which 
included seven local univer­
sities. He was then invited 
to represent GVSU at the 
CEO National Elevator Pitch 
Competition in Chicago.
The term “idea pitch” is 
also known as an “elevator 
pitch,” because it takes about 
90 seconds to ride up an el­
evator, which is how long it 
should take to concisely and 
effectively pitch an idea, ac­
cording to CEOs website.
Not only did Sissing en­
joy his experience, but he 
also learned a lot from it.
“It was extremely enjoy­
able,” he said. “Not only did 
I improve my presentation 
skills, but I received excellent 
feed - 
back 
from 
t h e 
judges, 
and 
it was 
awe­
some 
to hear 
other 
s t u - 
dents’
ideas and projects that they 
were working on.”
Last year, about 50 students 
signed up for the competition, 
and the organizers are hoping to 
see just as many, if not more, at 
this year’s event.
The deadline to register for 
the Idea Pitch Competition is 
Oct. 18, and registration is free 
to all undergraduate and gradu­
ate GVSU students. All students 
are welcome to pitch their ideas, 
regardless of their major.
The competition will be held 
on Oct. 21 in Cook-DeWitt
For more information, visit 
www.ceogvsu.com/idea-pitch.
Health program 
starts campaign
This is Public Health' to reach 
out to thousands during ArtPrize
BY CARLY SIMPSON
CSIMPSON@LANTHORN.COM
hile thousands of peo­
ple roam the streets of 
Grand Rapids during the 
kick-off of ArtPrize, Grand Valley 
State University students will be 
working to raise awareness for a 
different cause—public health.
! On Sept. 18, students from 
GVSU will be stationed around 
Grand Rapids at 11 different loca­
tions, including 
the Gerald R.
Ford Presiden- 
tial Museum 
and the B.O.B.
Their goal is 
to distribute 
500 English 
pnd Spanish 
“This is Public 
Health’’ stick­
ers that will 
promote their 
campaign.
1 “The goal is to help educate and 
Spread awareness about what public 
health is and why it’s important to 
Jhe community,” said Ranelle Brew, 
chair of the public health depart­
ment at GVSU. “That’s what were 
going for; education and awareness.”
. According to the World Health 
Organization, public health refers 
lo all organized measures, whether 
public or private, to prevent disease, 
promote health and prolong life 
pmong the population as a whole. 
It involves a wide range of issues
including motor-vehicle safety, vac­
cinations, providing healthier food 
and safer work options.
“It will just be a brief interaction 
with the public,” Brew said. “It is 
something to get them thinking, 
but not interrupting them from 
enjoying ArtPrize.”
The campaign is being brought 
to Grand Rapids by Brew, who 
is also an assistant professor at 
GVSU, along with her students in 
the course PH 
500, Introduc­
tion to Public 
Health. Re­
becca Kolodge, 
along with 36 
other class­
mates, has been 
working on the 
campaign for 
the past three 
weeks.
“The launch 
of the new 
Master of Public Health program 
is definitely the major inspiration,” 
Kolodge said. “Everyone is so ex­
cited to be a part of this program, 
and we want to share our enthu­
siasm for public health with the 
community. Additionally, ArtPrize 
brings so much extra energy to 
Grand Rapids, so we think its the 
perfect opportunity to engage with 
people and spread our message.”
The campaign, called “This is Pub­
lic Health,” was first started in 2008 
out of New York University and Co­
I think it’s important 
for the people in Grand 
Rapids to hear our 
message...
REBECCA KOLODGE
STUDENT
COURTESY | RANELLE BREW
Expanding health: The public health campaign helps the community think about their own health and well being. Students in the 
Master of Public Health program will be distributing stickers during ArtPrize.
lumbia University. Since then, more 
than 500,000 stickers have been dis­
tributed across the world.
“I think it’s important for the 
people in Grand Rapids to hear 
our message because there is so 
much public health in our city,” 
Kolodge said. “We want the 
community to be aware of all 
that Grand Rapids has to offer. 
Through this campaign, we hope 
to familiarize the community 
with what public health is and get 
them thinking about how much it 
impacts their daily lives.”
People can place the remov­
able stickers around the city on 
objects they believe represent 
public health, such as drinking 
fountains, bicycle racks and seat 
belts. There will also be an Ins- 
tagram feed, #gvpublichealth, for 
pictures to be shared of the dif­
ferent spots people choose.
COURTESY | RANELLE BREW
Set an example: Public health stickers will be placed around Grand Rapids.
Bus tour, memorial to honor Latino civil rights
GV helps community preserve history for Hispanic Heritage Month, encourages Latino empowerment
BY STEPHANIE BRZEZINSKI
SBRZEZINSKI@LANTHORN.COM
Grand Valley State University and the Kutsche 
Office of Ixxral History will host the first latino 
Civil Rights bus tour and memorial on Sept. 23 as 
part of Hispanic Heritage Month.
Melanie Shell-Weiss, Kutsche Office director, 
is coordinating the event and said its meant to 
celebrate the 50th anniversary for the March on 
Washington, which affected African Americans, 
latino Americans, Asian Americans and more.
“It matters today because we are linking the 
past to the present,” Shell-Weiss said. “We are cel­
ebrating what it means to be American.”
Shell-Weiss said the event is funded largely 
from faculty and staff donations and the tickets 
sold for the tour, but GVSU also partnered with 
the community to plan the event.
The civil rights bus tour is part of a day-long 
celebration that startsat the Cook Library Center 
in Grandville, where GVSU Provost Gayle Da­
vis and Grand Rapids Mayor George Heartwell 
will speak to introduce the collaboration with 
Grandville. Attendees will then be able to go on 
a historic walking tour of the Grandville Av­
enue neighborhood, led by Tim Gleisner from
the Grand Rapids Public Library.
*
From there, the bus will depart in the afternoon 
for the Lincoln Park neighborhood of Chicago, 
where a memorial service will be held for the Rev. 
Bruce and Eugenia Johnson. In the 1960s, the cou­
ple were murdered for their work with the Young 
Lords Civil and Human Rights Movement, which 
provided services for the hundreds of Latinos who 
were forcibly displaced from their homes because 
of the “urban renewal” policy at that time.
“The Young Ix>rds movement connected people 
in an important wayf Shell-Weiss said. The oigani- 
zation, which was founded by Jose Jimenez, was the 
first Latino civil rights movement in Chicago.
Jimenez, who worked with the Kutsche Of­
fice to organize the program, said the group was 
a “turned around gang” that fought not just for 
housing rights, but also for democracy, and the 
Latino civil rights event is a good way to celebrate 
the Young Lords movement.
“We stress self-determination and empowering 
yourself and the community,” Jimenez said. “We 
became an example for other cities nationwide.”
Jasmine Wells, a GVSU senior interning 
at the Kutsche Office, said the civil rights 
movement relates to present students be­
cause it is about talking to people and getting 
out in the community to make a change.
“We need to make waves for things to get 
done,” Wells said. “We question everything 
now. We have to do something now because 
history is repeating itself.”
Recently, the Peoples Church, which was the 
headquarters of the Young Ixirds in the 1960s, was 
destroyed and a drugstore was put in its place. Jime­
nez said the city did not 
want to remember the 
struggle, so it erased 
part of a peoples histo­
ry. Shell-Weiss added 
that the church was the 
“last physical reminder 
of this critical period 
in history^ They both 
hope the civil rights 
event helps people re­
member the many de­
cades of activism and 
fighting the latinos 
did for their rights.
Andrew Bouwens, president of the latino Stu­
dent Union at GVSU, said members of the organi­
zation will volunteer during the day to help make 
things run smoothly. Bouwens said the event is 
geared toward people who want to leam more about
civil rights movements and culture in general.
“There are many intricate and diverse tradi­
tions and values within the umbrella of Latino 
culture, and just like any culture, they are worth 
something to somebody’’ Bouwens said “Every 
culture is important in its own right.”
The Cook library Center will also officially open 
an exhibit on Sept. 23 
honoring Flispanic 
heritage, which is 
part of a larger dvil 
rights project
“It launches a 
year-long work for 
young people to 
document their his- 
tory,” Shell-Weiss 
said. “Having his­
tory is powerful, and 
it matters not just for 
the past but for the 
living.”
For more information about the Latino 
Civil Rights bus tour and memorial, visit 
www.gvsu.edu/kutsche. For more informa­
tion about the Young Lords movement, visit 
www.gvsu.edu/younglords.
Having history is 
powerful, and it matters 
not just for the past.;.
MELANIE SHELL-WEISS
KUTSCHE OFFICE DIRECTOR
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What other schools don't want you to know about GVSU
BY JOE HOGAN
JHOGAN <3 LANTHORN.COM
Last week, The Lanthorn 
published two very interest­
ing yet ostensibly conflicting 
articles: the first, a report on 
the current state of the Honors 
College and the expansion of 
its student body; the second, 
an editorial that suggests a 
hike in the selectivity of the 
Honors College would garner 
more prestige for GVSU. The 
content of the first article, 
however, seems to provide a 
different perspective than that 
of the editorial. In the first 
article, Lizzy Balboa quotes 
Honors College Director Jef­
frey Chamberlain, who cham­
pions the natural growth of 
the Honors College and wishes 
to use its resources to provide 
for its continued expansion. 
This approach, Dr. Chamber- 
lain suggests, leads to a natural
leveling-off of the acceptance 
rate of the Honors College. 
What is more, that leveling-off 
leaves the door to the Honors 
College open to students who, 
though they did not receive a 
36 on their ACT, will never­
theless be highly successful at 
GVSU and beyond.
These two perspectives 
are different, I think, in their 
view of how an Honors Col­
lege ought to function with 
respect to its university. The 
difference can be summed 
up with this question: does 
the selectivity of an Honors 
College increase the selectiv­
ity of a university, or does 
the selectivity of a university 
increase the selectivity of an 
Honors College? A mean­
ingful question, indeed; but 
I would highlight the point 
on which both perspectives 
agree: our university is a
serious competitor with other 
schools for great students. 
Notice, for instance, that each 
article focuses on how many 
students now choose GVSU 
over many other schools, all 
older, better established, and 
perhaps “more prestigious.” 
Such institutions cited in both 
articles include the University 
of Michigan, Northwestern 
University, and Oberlin 
College—not too shabby for a 
school that’s younger than the 
parents of most freshmen.
I would echo the editors’ and 
Dr. Chamberlains enthusiasm 
for the competitiveness of our 
school. Consider, also, the 
speed with which the university 
has become a major competitor. 
Not too long ago, our campus 
consisted of a couple buildings, 
a tent in which convocation was 
held (we didn’t have a building 
big enough to fit everyone), and
a few saplings sprouting out of 
a vast green lawn, an image that 
earned our school the nickname 
“Grass Valley.” Since then, we’ve 
been fortunate enough to have 
benefactors willing to facilitate 
our veritable explosion—one 
obvious testament being the 
Mary Idema Few Library.
We’ve also had administrators 
who champion undergraduate 
education; professors whose 
commitment to teaching has 
enticed prospective students 
away from Research One 
universities; and seniors who 
receive Fulbright scholarships, 
become leaders in their field, or 
matriculate to grad schools in 
the Ivy League. We’ve come a 
long way in so little time.
But there is, unfortunately, 
something of a downside to 
being so young—one that 
works against the editors’ and 
Dr. Chamberlain’s progressive
vision. The problem is this: 
our past isn’t even past. Still 
looming in the minds of those 
who went to college not fifteen 
years ago, or who are ignorant 
of many of our achievements, 
or even who have taught at 
GVSU since its earlier years, is 
the old GVSU—the one that 
hadn’t yet been able to build up 
its prestige, or refine its image, 
or define itself as anything 
more than an “up-and-coming 
university.” This outdated 
attitude has, in turn, led to 
something even more disturb­
ing: we students still foster a 
campus culture that, at least 
in part, reinforces our image, 
our collective attitude, as less- 
than the big, old schools. For 
instance, we wear the apparel 
of other schools like U of M or 
MSU. We visit those schools 
on the weekends. Perhaps we 
even plan to transfer to one
of them after a couple years 
at GVSU. In short, we feel as 
if we have to compensate for 
something. By no means a 1 
conscious choice made by any 
of us, we’ve nevertheless lived 
with and have thus accepted 
the notion that our school 
doesn’t have the resources or 
the tradition to compete with 
“the best of the best.”
My conclusion is this: 
the testimony paired with 
the vision and optimism of 
both Dr. Chamberlain and 
the editors of The Lanthorn 
contradict whatever obsolete 
self-image we have—at least 
in part—lazily accepted. The 
truth is, in a very short time, 
GVSU has become a major 
competitor in higher educa­
tion, specifically in terms of 
attracting new, promising 
undergraduates. It’s time we 
embrace that happy fact.
QUESTION OF THE ISSUE
Do you think graduate students should hold 
seats on the student and faculty senates?
"I don't believe their represen­
tation is necessary, as they are 
no longer students and can­
not fully understand issues on 
campus."
NATHAN BENTLEY
Sophomore 
Sociology major 
Ludington, Ml
"I think they should if the is­
sues being discussed affect 
them directly and want to have 
a voice. Definitely."
JACOB GUAJARDO
Junior
Creative Writing and Gender Studies 
major
"Yes, that makes sense that 
they would hold representative 
seats since they have already 
had at least four years of 
schooling."
KYLE TIMM
Freshman
Political Science major 
South Lyon, Ml
"Yes I believe they should 
because graduate students are 
directly affected by the deci­
sions made by the senate."
TAYLOR HAMEL
Freshman
Biopsychology major 
Dimondale, Ml
"I think depending on their 
graduating rank GPA-wise they 
should."
JILL HASCALL
Freshman
Business Marketing major 
Otsego, Ml
GVL OPINION POLICY
The goal of the Grand Valley 
Lanthomi opinion page is to act 
as a forum for public discussion, 
comment and criticism in the Grand 
Valley State University community. 
Student opinions published here do 
not necessarily reflect those of the 
paper as an entity.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn aims 
to be a safe vehicle for community 
discussion. The Lanthorn will not 
publish or entertain any forms of 
hate speech, but will not discriminate 
against any other views, opinions or 
beliefs. The content information and 
views expressed are not approved by 
nor necessarily represent those of 
the university, its Board of Trustees, 
officers, faculty or staff.
Reader submissions on the 
opinion page appear as space permits, 
and are reserved for letters to the 
editor only, all other reader generated 
content can be submitted to the Grand
Valley Lanthoms YourSpace page by 
emailing community@lanthom.com.
letters to the editor should include 
the author’s full name and relevant 
title along with a valid email and 
phone number for confirming the 
identity of the author. Letters should 
be approximately 500-650 words in 
length, and are not edited by the staff 
of the Grand Valley Lanthorn outside of 
technical errors for clarity.
To make a submission, email 
at editorial@lanthom.com or by 
dropping off your submission in 
person at:
0051 KIRKHOF CENTER 
GRAND VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY 
ALLENDALE, HI 49401 
616-826-8276
Got something to say? 
Well listen.
editorial@lanthorn.com
VALLEY VOTE
Should professors be required to 
do more to update their skills?
YES - 66% NO - 14%
THIS ISSUE’S QUESTION:
Should graduate students be represented 
on the student and faculty senates?
LOG ON & VOTE
LANTHORN.COM
EDITORIAL
REPRESENT
The Lanthorn staff discusses the opportunities presented by reserving seats 
students on Grand Valley State University's various governing bodies.
for graduat
The Executive Committee of the University Academic Senate recently posed a question about student representation on its various 
committees. Although Student Senate is 
allowed to appoint members to fill the 
seats, many remain empty as representa­
tives fail to attend meetings or neglect to 
be appointed.
Representation on the Student Senate, 
itself, has been an issue in the past as 
graduate students seek to assert them­
selves as voices of valuable contributions 
to the university. The Graduate Student 
Association has attempted for many years 
to secure seats on various senate commit­
tees; as of yet, an agreement has not been 
made. However, both the Student Senate 
and UAS should reevaluate their policies.
After all, if they say that hindsight’s 
20/20, why is graduate student repre­
sentation on UAS and Student Senate 
committees even an issue? Why is it a 
question whether to encourage and seek 
out graduate student representatives? 
Their presence would serve two pur­
poses: they’d represent present graduate 
students and they’d lend a fresh perspec­
tive to present undergraduate students.
Not only are graduate students current 
members of the university community, 
but many were past members of the un­
dergraduate body. Having since graduat­
ed from the younger student generation, 
these members have had time to reflect 
on their undergraduate experiences and 
evaluate the problems that they faced. 
Their different perspective and ability to 
retrospectively identify issues and cri­
tique university procedures would serve 
the student and faculty senates well.
Their seasoned nature allows them 
to speak on topics that current students 
might not be aware of. Perhaps they can 
pinpoint weaknesses in their educational 
experiences that led to their inability to 
secure the job they fought for. Perhaps 
they can better articulate what the 
university lacks as far as career services 
or counseling or academic support goes. 
Either way, they have had time to digest 
their undergraduate experiences and
can possibly offer better solutions (and 
identify more problems) than current 
undergraduates.
What’s more, as present constituents 
of senators, GVSU’s graduate students de­
serve equal representation on the Student 
Senate and UAS. The decisions of both 
groups impact the educational experience 
of the elder students; thus, those students 
should have the opportunity to weigh in.
Student Senate previously explained 
the lack of graduate representation on a 
lack of applicants, without considering 
why no applications have come: Senate 
has made it clear from past interactions 
with GSA that it’s a hassle to make the 
effort to include graduate students.
If the purpose of the governing bod­
ies is to represent student and faculty 
opinions in large-scale administrative 
decisions, though, then all students and 
faculty should experience equal represen­
tation. If the university neglects to listen 
to a large section of the population, those 
views will never be heard or taken into 
account as decisions are made.
GVL EDITORIAL CARTOON I ARCHIVE
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Danaers
BY GARRICK SEE
GVL COLUMNIST
Most of you would still 
remember the big twerking fail 
video on Youtube where a girl 
was filming herself twerking 
before falling back first onto a 
glass table filled with candles 
and her leg lit up on fire. Yes, 
that was hilarious. But, did you 
also know that the video was 
actually fake?
If this conies as a surprise 
to you, it should be. Recently, 
Jimmy Kimmel revealed on 
his show that the whole video 
was shot two months ago 
before the whole Miley Cyrus 
. “sensation” came to rise, and
in believing the hype
he only released it a week after 
“twerking” became a house­
hold thing. The video became 
such an underdog hit that i 
practically every cable news 
network had to cover the story, 
and thus giving this video the 
attention we were all duped 
into believing in.
This is an excellent example 
to show how naive and overly- 
trusting we have become ever 
since we relied on technol­
ogy for all our information. 
Society has transformed into a 
huge sponge that’s willing to 
absorb anything anyone tries 
to sell us. We tend to question 
less and learn to accept what 
everybody believes in.
This isn’t even a new 
phenomenon. A while ago, 
the recycling of images in 
mainstream media constantly 
instilled fear into suburban 
homes by generating a terror 
factor that everyone in the 
\
world was trying to either kill 
us, bomb us, strike us or etc. It 
was a way to keep people “in 
line” and for them to follow 
every order they were given.
I could probably come up 
with a list of media hoaxes just 
in the last few years alone to 
the tune of Billy Joel’s “We 
Didn’t Start The Fire,” because 
there were so many of them 
you would have no idea what 
to put your trust in. There was 
the constant Facebook shutting 
down and privacy rumors, the 
impending deaths and death 
threats upon celebrities, the 
never-ending “we’re-going-to- 
die-today” spectacle, suppos­
edly pictures of every country 
in the world (including North 
Korea) carrying WMD’s and 
testing them out and, to top 
it all of, Manti Te’o getting 
catfished.
Yes, it was indeed an inter­
esting and exciting last few
years, but it does point out that 
people have become extremely 
reliant on the mass and social 
media to dictate their informa­
tion in the 21st century. It is 
very important that you never 
take anything given to you 
for truth regardless of how 
miniscule or trivial it may be. 
As a smart and ever-improving 
citizen of the world, you have 
the right and freedom to ques­
tion everything and accept 
nothing. Do not be persuaded 
or influenced easily, if not by 
the mass media, then even by 
friends, because information 
comes in all different shapes 
and sizes and it is only wise 
to look at them from every 
angle possible before coming 
to a conclusion. If you are able 
to do this correctly. I’m fairly 
confident that somewhere out 
there Ren6 Descartes would be 
very proud of you.
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HAAS
CONTINUED FROM A1
said. “She knows when I 
come home after teaching; she 
knows that I have. She knows 
because my energy level is up, 
(and) she knows that I've been 
involved in the core business 
of education and helping stu­
dents learn to succeed.”
Haas has a masters degree in 
environmental health sciences, 
which may have played a part 
in his role of continuing GVSUs 
mission of sustainability.
“(Sustainability) was here 
already,” Haas said. “And it was 
here already because I know 
that the students were challeng­
ing us as an institution to say 
‘this is important to us,’ and I 
love listening and hearing what 
is important to students. I truly 
do. It helps me do my job.”
Haas came to GVSU in 2006 
and continued the path of get­
ting LEED certified buildings 
and other ventures to improve 
GVSUs sustainability.
“So we went from, in our 
strategic plan, to saying sus­
tainability is a strategy to help 
us achieve our mission, to now 
it is indeed a value that we hold
as an institution,” he said. “So I 
think that my role is to help sus­
tain it and to continue to listen 
to our students and get the right 
people who could help with 
designing curriculums (and) 
designing interactions with the 
community members.”
ENGAGING LANSING
Haas has never been shy about 
serving as a leader, which often 
includes a bit of public scrutiny.
“I know that I’ve always as­
pired to have leadership roles, 
because through leadership the 
paradox is you’re serving others, 
and I think that is a motivator to 
me,” Haas said.
He added that he loves be­
ing in a university or college 
atmosphere, which he sees as 
energizing. “I was told when I 
made the decision to become 
a faculty member many, many 
years ago—in the early ‘80s— 
some of my classmates from 
the Coast Guard Academy said, 
‘You’re going to get bored,”’ he 
said. “Well that was 1981, and 
frankly, I’ve never been bored.”
With the quantity of events he 
has throughout the week, no one 
would think he has time for the 
occasional trip to Lansing, which
he takes a number of times each 
month in his work with Matt 
Mclogan, the vice president of 
University Relations at GVSU.
“It depends on what season it 
is,” Haas said. “The budget sea­
son comes around, we have to 
show our impacts with the leg­
islative folks, so I sit down with 
them from time to time.”
It’s important to continue to 
educate legislators, Haas said, 
considering term limits when ev­
erything changes and new people 
take office who occasionally need 
to be brought up to speed.
“I think it’s incumbent upon 
presidents, and I exercise this to 
help them do their job,” he said. 
“In order to make good deci­
sions they have to have good 
information and it has to be ac­
curate, and I’m always willing to 
share perspectives, as well, with 
our legislative folks.”
EXTRA-CURRICULARS
In addition to his university 
duties, Haas is involved with so 
many organizations he couldn’t 
put a number on them.
“I have dozens,” he said. “And 
it ranges in a very eclectic mix,” 
from Spectrum or the NCAA, 
to the Grand Rapids Opera.
GVL I HANNAH MICO
New view: SVO President Krystal Wilson will 
lead more student veterans this fall.
VETERANS
CONTINUED FROM A1
tional basic expenses and housing allowances.
According to the Grand Rapids Press, between 
August 2009 and January 2012, $6,310,482.70 was 
distributed to GVSU students through the Post 
9/11 G1 Bill, making it the fourth largest univer­
sity in Michigan receiving funds for veterans. For 
some students, like Krystal Wilson, this means the 
difference between getting an education or not.
“I was really on that precipice of‘I don’t think I can 
do this” Wilson said. “1 wanted to finish school, but I 
had to pay for it myself. Id have to find a way to do this.”
For Wilson, the National Guard was her an­
swer. Monday through Friday, she works four 
jobs and attends classes. On weekends, she trav­
els once a month up to Grayling, Mich., where
she drills in preparation for deployment.
While the National Guard was never in her orig­
inal plan for life, Wilson has found a new sense of 
pride. She now serves as the first female president of 
GVSUs Student Veterans Organization.
“I am so glad I enlisted,” she said. “There’s 
been so many of those moments. But there is a 
stark contrast from training environment and 
here. I had a lot of anxiety issues. I couldn’t be in 
the room unless I was in a corner and could see 
everyone. I didn’t like people being behind me.”
Many student veterans will experience post 
traumatic stress symptoms that impact their 
learning. The Student Veterans Organization 
offers free counseling to ease the transition to 
college life, and the new lounge is intended to 
bring those veterans together to help, as well.
Jared Bussey is in his second year at GVSU as 
a student veteran. Serving in the Marine Corps, 
he was sent in combat infantry to Japan, Korea, 
China, Guam, Afghanistan and more.
“It’s weird being around a lot of freshmen in 
my introductory classes,” Bussey said, explain­
ing how he feels he sees life differently than 
those he sits next to in class, “I’m not saying 
they don’t have interesting views, it’s just not 
what I was surrounded by for so long.”
However, Bussey hopes the new lounge 
helps bring back some of the brotherhood 
he was accustomed to.
GVSU President Thomas Haas attended 
the opening of the Veterans Lounge, but 
will formally dedicate the space on Nov. 11 
at the Veterans Breakfast.
“There’s still a long way to go,” Lipnicki said 
about the services GVSU gives veterans and 
military-related students. “As much as we do, 
there’s always more we can do. I just hope that 
the rest of the students get to know some of 
these veterans. In almost every class, they prob­
ably have one or two veterans in their class.”
ECS
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EMPTY SEATS
The ECS also brought to the 
table a proposal to add extra stu­
dent seats to four of the faculty 
governance committees, includ­
ing APSC, the Faculty Facilities 
Planning Advisory Committee, 
the Faculty Teaching and Learn­
ing Center Advisory Committee 
and the University Assessment 
Committee. Though all of these 
committees currently have a stu­
dent seat on them, many are va­
cant, or according to Kyle Felker 
from the FTLCAC, they’re filled 
but are not being used.
The student seats on these
committees can be occupied by 
any student who is nominated 
by a student organization and 
approved by the Student Senate. 
There are also four seats on the 
ECS for Student Senate members 
that are vacant. Student Senate is 
pushing for the additional stu­
dent seats so that there is more 
student representation on these 
committees that make decisions 
directly impacting students.
Also in the proposal is a pref­
erence for these seats to be given 
to students from the Graduate 
Student Association. Although 
the graduate student population 
is 15 percent of GVSUs student 
body, no members currently hold 
any seats on Student Senate.
Since the population of the Stu­
dent Senate is undergraduate, the 
decisions and actions it takes can 
be more undergraduate-centered. 
Giving preference to students 
from the GSA would give gradu­
ate students more of a voice in the 
governing sectors of GVSU.
Because there was not 
enough voice from the commit­
tees who would be adding these 
chairs, the issue was sent back to 
the separate committees for fur­
ther review, rather than being 
passed to the UAS agenda.
If the committees agree to 
add the student seats, the move­
ment will be put on the UAS 
schedule with the recommenda­
tion of further discussion.
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When he finds the time, he 
likes watching golf in the sum­
mer or football in the fall.
“I love going to the Grand Val­
ley football games, and volleyball 
games and soccer games—you 
name it, it’s on the calendar,” Haas 
said. “I try to get to at least one of 
the home matches or contests ev­
ery sports season.”
At GVSUs opening foot­
ball game, he stepped out of 
the box to get a closer look at 
the dance team and listen to 
the band. Performance-based 
music has always been a big 
part of his and Marcia’s life.
Throughout high school, 
and part of his time at the Coast 
Guard Academy, he played 
the tenor sax, clarinet, bass 
clarinet and was a drum major. 
Occasionally, Marcia tinkers 
around with their daughter’s 
baby grand piano that sits in 
the lounge of their home, but 
she has played the baritone 
sax and the clarinet, as well.
PANCAKES, FAMILY AND 
TRADITION
“I never see it as busy,” Haas 
said. “We do look toward our 
downtime from time to time.”
The Haases have a cottage
they occasionally escape to 
and always try to make time to 
visit with family, though their 
children don’t live nearby.
“We do a lot of Skyping,” 
Haas said. “We connect pret­
ty much every weekend.”
They have two sons, who 
have children of their own, and a 
daughter who is married, as well
“It’s fun, too, especially with 
the younger two out in Califor­
nia, we will join them for break­
fast,” he said. “We will be at the 
table, we will have our pancakes 
here at 801, and they will be out 
in Bodega Bay, which is just 
north of San Francisco, and they 
will be at the table and they will 
have their pancakes, too.”
All of his children have 
served in the military, and 
his eldest son is stationed in 
Japan with the Air Force.
“Truth be told, it’s a fun activity, 
but I do Words With Friends with 
my kids, and it helps us stay con­
nected,” Haas said. “Every morn­
ing I do Words With Friends with 
my son whos over in Okinawa, 
which is 12 hours away—the 
other side of the world. It’s fun to 
exercise technology like that.”
In addition to cooking pan­
cakes and eating them with his
family through Skype, there’s a 
tradition that brings the execu­
tive team of the Student Senate 
to the president’s house for a 
pancake breakfast around 9 a.m. 
before a home football game.
“I do specialty pancakes,” 
Haas said. “We do Granny Smith 
apple, oatmeal. We do pump­
kin pie pancakes, and of course 
there’s the old standby called 
chocolate chip. That’s what our 
kids love. They still love it. Now 
in their 30s they still say ‘can we 
have some chocolate chips in 
our pancakes?”
He also cooks pancakes 
with the president of Stu­
dent Senate during Family 
Weekend, where they serve 
about 600 people, he said.
“We have some of those 
traditions that we continue 
because we enjoy it and can in­
teract with our students in so 
many different ways,” he said.
Though hes already engaged 
in the countless number of activi­
ties that fill nearly every hour of his 
schedule, theres one thing Haas 
would like to add to his calendar.
“The only thing I wish I had,” 
he said, “was a little bit more 
time for exercise—Marcia tells 
me I need to do that, too.”
Expert Care
Right on Campus
Discover the Metro Health difference at the
GVSU Campus Health Center and right down 
the road at Metro Health Allendale. Our two 
convenient sites offer a wide range of services 
to meet all your health care needs.
• Same-day appointments when you’re sick
• Online scheduling, prescriptions ... 
even email your doctor
• Physical therapy, X-ray, STD testing and lab
• We bill insurance
Visit metrohealth.net 
for details on each office.
GVSU Campus Metro Health
Health Center Allendale
(616) 252-6030 (616) 252-3900
.
Your Health. Our Passion. • M Metro Health
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HEY THERE LEWIS!
Hey There Laker! finds problems with student participation
BY MARY MATTINGLY
LAKERLIFE@LANTHORN.COM
Imagine being the face of 
several posters plastered across 
campus, but still feeling lonely. 
Lewis Stone knows the feeling.
“When you’re Hey I here lak­
er! and everyone knows you, but 
you still feel lonely among 20,000 
people,” Stone said. “That’s where 
I was at (my freshman year).”
As the host of Hey There 
Laker!, a bi weekly show that fo­
cuses on making Grand Valley 
State University students aware 
of entertainment-based events, 
Stone has gotten to know the 
entertainment and recreational 
activities offered by GVSU. With 
the show in its second year, Stone 
has encountered frustrations 
both with GVSU, itself, and the 
student body, motivating him to 
seek a solution.
While GVSU seemingly of­
fers a variety of recreational ac­
tivities, the challenge is getting 
students to participate.
“I think that students feel 
we’re really an anti-social cam­
pus compared to other schools
like Ferris (State University),” 
Stone said. “I thought 1 hated 
GVSU at the start of my fresh­
man year because I had a hard 
time getting involved in on- 
campus activities. But I’ve found 
that the flaws (that I’ve seen) are 
just flaws that I can work on. I 
may not have stayed if it wasn’t 
for Hey There Laker!”
The show was originally slat­
ed to feature ten events weekly, 
but Stone found a lack of report- 
able content to be a problem. He 
said that often times, organiza­
tions do not post their event on 
the events calendar and even 
when they do, information is 
listed inaccurately.
“It was too much work to try to 
dig up all the stuff that wasn’t ob­
vious,” Stone said. “The show went 
from potentially 20 to five (events 
covered every two weeks).”
The show also struggles with 
gamering an audience, which is 
a major goal this year.
“We’re trying to get more 
viewership,” said LeaAnn Tibbe, 
the assistant director of the Stu­
dent Life Office. “It would be 
great to have students tuning in
for a new episode. We’ll give it 
another year, see what we have 
for viewership for next year.”
Stone finds the recreational 
activities offered by GVSU to be 
limiting.
“There are three main cat­
egories of what (GVSU) offers 
to students, according to (Org- 
Sync),” Stone said. “A third of 
the clubs are academic, which 
is good for people who want to 
do that. Then there are sports, 
so the people who like sports are 
taken care of. The last third falls 
into groups of friends. You can 
join, most are very accepting of 
you. But sometimes, you just 
won’t feel a part of them.”
Student Life, however, main­
tains that the activities offered 
by GVSU cover a wide range of 
subjects.
“(Student Life) provides the 
infrastructure for students to 
produce their own fun and ex­
plore their interests,” said Mi­
chelle Burke, the assistant direc­
tor of Student Life. “All of these 
options can be overwhelming 
for some students and discour­
aging if the first few activities
they try don’t go as expected. 
That’s just part of life and learn­
ing more about living on your 
own for the first time.”
Stone said he feels that an 
unwillingness to leave one’s 
comfort zone contributes to the 
lack of student participation.
“Phones make it really hard 
for ads to get in people’s faces, 
especially at college,” .Stone said. 
“They have their blinder* on.”
Stone is not the only one who 
has noticed this lack of student 
involvement
“We host events multiple 
times a month, but the hardest 
part is getting people more aware 
of the entertainment-focused 
events that are taking place on 
campus and getting people to go 
out and attend them,” said Corey 
Orvis, the vice president of mar­
keting at Spotlight Productions.
Stone said he does believe 
that there is a solution for the 
lack of student participation, 
such as placing ads in places that 
students will actually notice.
“There also needs to be a 
group specifically with the pur­
pose of surveying what enter­
taining activities students want 
to see on-campus,” he said. “That 
way, we are doing what students 
say that they want.”
Orvis agreed that spreading 
awareness is a possible solution.
GVL | ROBERT MATHfWS
Sharing Laker pride: Lewis Stone films an upcoming episode of Hey 
There Laker! sponsored by the Office of Student Life.
“I don’t think the problem is that 
we don’t have enough (events),” 
he said “I think it’s the fact that it’s 
hard to get people aware of them 
and get them to take a chance on 
the acts that do come to campus.”
Though coming up with
content is difficult at times, 
Stone will not be throwing in the 
towel with Hey There Laker! any 
time soon and will continue to 
promote campus events.
To catch episodes of the 
show, visit www.gvsu.edu/2020.
LIVING IN THE PRESENT
Power of Mindfulness seminar to bring inner peace
COURTESY | DIANE MAODUSH-PITZER 
Slugger: Sri Shuddhaanandaa will present his seminar "Power 
of Mindfulness” about peace on Sept. 20.
BY BEN GLICK
BGLICK@LANTHORN.COM
It can be easy to lose track 
of time and even easier to lose 
track of the present. When stu­
dents find themselves stuck be­
tween antagonizing the future 
and lamenting the past, they can 
accumulate pain, and as a result, 
stress. The Power of Mindful­
ness, a seminar on managing 
stress, features speaker Sri “Baba” 
Shuddhaanandaa and aims to 
help students learn to re-center 
themselves in the present.
“The practice of being atten­
tive: many of us live our lives ei­
ther anticipating what’s to come 
or rehearsing what has already 
happened,” said Diane Maodu- 
sh-Pitzer, the program coordi­
nator for Religious Studies at 
Grand Valley State University. 
“Mindfulness is about living, 
paying attention to the present 
as we face one another and the 
events of our own fives.”
Shuddhaanandaa will be 
presenting his Simple Art of 
Managing Stress (SAMS) sem­
inar in the Grand River Room 
in the Kirkhof Center on Sept. 
20 from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m. The 
event is free and sponsored by 
the Religious Studies and Phi­
losophy departments.
“Some of the tools that Baba 
will share are how we develop 
inner calmness that’s essential 
for concentration, intuitive fac­
ulties, effective decision mak­
ing, increased energy, peace,” 
Maodush-Pitzer said. “Those 
are benefits we can all share.”
Shuddhaanandaa was work­
ing as a professor of finance at a 
university in Hyderabad, India, 
when he renounced his worldly 
fife at age 26 to dedicate his fife to 
spiritual exploration. The essence 
of his teachings is grounded in 
the Vedic principle of “Atma- 
Kripa” or “the grace of one’s in­
ner selfT This is achieved through 
love for one’s own self, learning 
to five firmly in the present and 
embracing mindfulness. Shud­
dhaanandaa has been on tour
since 1990 and has reportedly 
been the source of inspiration of 
thousands from both Indian and 
Western traditions.
Maodush-Pitzer also worked 
with philosophy instructor Mi­
chael DeWilde to coordinate the 
event. Both contend that all stu­
dents will benefit from attending 
no matter their field of study.
“(The seminar is) open to all 
students,” Maodush-Pitzer said. 
“We think that the practice of 
mindfulness is something that 
would benefit anyone, not just 
the students, faculty or staff of any 
particular discipline. We all need 
to be present to this experience of 
this day rather than racing ahead 
or looking behind. Its a balance.”
Not only well-versed in Ve­
dic tradition, Shuddhaanan­
daa is also a humanitarian 
and a political activist who 
has worked for the emancipa­
tion of women and children 
in remote and impoverished 
villages in India. In 1985, he 
founded the Lokenath Divine 
Life Mission in his home of 
Calcutta, a temple dedicated
to worshipping the Living 
God found in all beings on 
the planet. LDLM has helped 
more than 8,000 children in 
the city slums by providing 
them with free education. The 
mission has also treated more 
than 200,000 medical patients 
in rural villages free of charge.
The seminar will help expose 
listeners to issues such as these 
and bring concepts to their at­
tention that they may never 
have before noticed.
“I think that’s what a lot of us 
have issues with as students and 
faculty’’ Maodush-Pitzer said. 
“How we find that peace and 
calm when the world around us 
is rushing by; how do we center 
ourselves and find that peace 
within that allows us to make 
decisions that are better, to five 
with our neighbors around us 
with grace and hospitality in­
stead of competitiveness and 
greed? These are just some of 
the teachings that all of us can 
benefit from.”
For more information, visit 
www.gvsu.edu/rel.
Experience downtown living 
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Dinners give taste of cultures
BY MARY MATTINGLY
LAKERLIFE • LANTHORN.COM
Studying abroad is not an 
option for everyone. To make 
international students feel more 
comfortable and to introduce 
students at Grand Valley State 
University to other cultures, the 
Connection, partnering with 
the Padnos International Cen­
ter, will once again play host to 
monthly international dinners.
“It’s a monthly opportunity 
for international students to 
have food from home and also 
share their culture with other 
students,” said Kate Stoetzner, 
the program coordinator.
The first dinner took place 
SepL 15 and featured cuisine from 
Chile. The dinner was organized 
by international student Karen 
Salazar Valdes and her mentor, 
Kate Rasch. This is the first year 
that mentors are helping interna­
tional students plan the dinners.
The program, which is in its 
third year, was initiated a few 
years ago after complaints arose
from international students who 
wanted the Connection to offer 
more diverse meal options.
“The student and mentor 
bring a recipe from (the student’s) 
home,” Stoetzner said “They 
meet up with a chef and discuss 
how to get ingredients, figure out 
what (dishes go) together.”
They also taste-test the food 
before it’s served to make sure 
that the flavor is accurate.
Music from the country is 
played during the dinner and in­
formational sheets of the country 
being featured are handed out to 
interested students. At Sunday’s 
dinner, Chilean folk songs were 
played in the background. In the 
past, students have shown videos 
of their homeland and featured 
dances have been performed.
“(The dinners are) a small 
representation of a culture other 
than your own,” Stoetzner said. 
“You get to know the interna­
tional students. Food is an im­
portant part of everyone’s cul­
ture; it’s a good thing to share.”
This year, dinners from Po­
land, South Korea, Cameroon, 
Spain, China, Haiti and India will 
be featured Students can use their 
meal plan to purchase meals.
The first dinner of the year 
featured pastel de papas, a type 
of Chilean potato pie. For des­
sert, rice pudding was served.
Valdes is originally from the 
Chilean city Concepcion and will 
be studying at GVSU for the fall 
semester. Though she will only be 
here for one semester, Valdes al­
ready knows she wants to return. 
“My university has an agreement 
with (GVSU),” she said “It was the 
best option to study abroad and to 
help me improve my English.” ' ,
To select the recipes that 
would be used for the meal, both 
Valdes and Rasch chose a dish 
that would be representative of 
an average Chilean dinner.
“The main idea (of the 
dinners) is to learn and get 
to know the typical culture,” 
Valdes said. “(Students) get 
to know about the culture, 
and they will want to go (to 
Chile) to study or to visit.”
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GVSU well- 
represented in 
national polls
It appears to be a sea­
son full of potential for the 
Grand Valley State Univer­
sity athletic program. Five 
of the eight varsity sports 
currently rank among the 
nation's top 25 teams early 
in the fall season, four of 
which are in the top 10.
After winning a national 
title in 2013, the women's 
cross country team begins 
the season as the No. 1 in all 
the NCAA Division II, while 
the men's team is ranked No.
5 in the USTFCCCA poll.
The women's soccer 
team also finds itself in the 
, conversation as one of the 
top teams, coming in at 
No. 2 in the NSCAA Coach­
es Poll. The football team 
checks in at No. 10 as of Sep. 
9 and will likely be on the 
move after a victory over 
Truman State University on 
Saturday. The women's golf 
team also appears to be on 
track for a good season, as 
the team is No. 23 in the 
Golf World/WGCA rankings.
6
%’ L I A C
STANDINGS
FOOTBALL 
GLIAC North Division
GVSU 2-0
MichiganTech 1-0
Northern Mich. 1-0
Ferris State 1-1
Saginaw Valley 1-1
Wayne State 1-1
Hillsdale 0-2
Northwood 0-2
GLIAC South Division
Ohio Dominican 2-0
Firtdlay 1-1
Walsh 1-1
Ashland 0-2
Lake Erie 0-2
Malone 0-2
Tiffin 0-2
SOCCER
Walsh 3-1
Ohio Dominican 2-1-1
, -Jndlay 2-1
j Malone 2-1
J Michigan Tech 2-2
| 3VSU 1-0-1
J Ashland 1-1-1
j Saginaw Valley 1-1-1
^ferris State 1-2
i$ke Erie 1-3
florthwood 0-1-1
Jffin 0-2
Northern Mich.r 0-4
•
Volleyball
^Tiffin 4-0
Ashland 6-2
{Findlay 6-2
fevsu 6-2
Northern Mich. 6-2
iFerris State 5-3
Northwood 5-3
iOhio Dominican 5-3
paginaw Valley 5-3
Valone 4-3
Walsh 3-4
Hllsdale 3-5
MichiganTech 3-5
Wayne State 3-5
{Lake Erie 0-4
jLake Superior St.
fc i
0-4
IT WAS OVER WHEN... GVSU 
didn't allow Truman to have the 
ball in the fourth quarter. Sporting 
a 16 -point lead, Truman only had 
the ball for two minutes in the en­
tire fourth quarter, as GVSU domi­
nated the time of possession.
GAME BALL... goes to Brandan 
Green. With his 223 yards, the 
senior wide receiver nearly sur­
passed last year's total in yards 
in the one game alone. Last sea­
son, Green amassed 296 receiving 
yards. The 223 receiving yards are 
the third most in GVSU history, 
and the second most in Lubbers 
Stadium history.
STAT OF THE NIGHT... 305. GVSU 
outgained Truman by 305 yards in 
the second half. The Lakers tallied 
373 yards while holding Truman to 
only 68 total yards of offense.
GVL | HANNAH MICO
Eyeing the field: Isiah Grimes sees an opening to make a pass down the field in the game against Truman State.
CASTING AN AIR RAID
Grimes, Green lead GV past Truman, enter record books
BY BRYCE DEROUIN
SPORTS@LANTHORN.COM
Leading up to the second game of the 
season, Brandan Green knew the wide re­
ceivers needed to become a bigger factor for 
the Grand Valley State University offense.
What he probably didn’t know was that 
he was about to record the third most re­
ceiving yards in a game in GVSU history.
After being held without a catch 
in the first game of the season against 
Azusa Pacific University while he battled 
a sinus infection, Green made his pres­
ence known, as the senior wide receiver 
recorded six catches for 223 yards and a 
touchdown in GVSU’s 31-15 win over 
Truman State University.
“Tonight is the Brandan Green that 
we had seen as a team throughout the 
course of camp,” head coach Matt Mitch­
ell said. “I wouldn’t think it would shock 
anyone that he had 223 yards receiving. 
He was very productive throughout the 
course of camp, so hopefully we can 
keep this trend going.”
Five of Green’s completions were 
over 20 yards, including catches of 39, 
51, 28, 33, and the 61-yard touchdown 
that gave GVSU a 16-point cushion 
near the end of the third quarter. The 
score was the second play from scrim­
mage following the Truman touch­
down that cut the Laker lead to 24-15.
“I remember looking up for the ball, 
and then having to put my head back 
down and just sprint as fast as I possibly 
could to catch the dang thing,” Green 
said. “It’s a blessing to have a quarterback 
who can put it so far out there, but put it 
perfectly just for you to run under it.”
After dealing with soreness in his 
shoulder following last week’s game, ju­
nior quarterback Heath Parting sat out 
all week at practice and did not throw. 
Therefore, junior Isiah Grimes had his 
number called and received the start.
Grimes did not disappoint in his first 
appearance of 2013. He completed 15 of 23 
passes for 339 yards, two touchdowns. The 
only blemish on his stat line was the one in­
terception, which would be hard to blame 
Grimes for. Sophomore running back Kirk 
Spencer mishandled the intended pass, and 
Truman was there to 
catch the tipped balL
“I felt great 
throwing the ball,”
Grimes said. “I felt 
like I could put it 
anywhere tonight.
It was one of those 
good nights, so I 
was just happy. Ev­
erybody was crisp, 
and they came out 
in the looks we pre­
pared for in prac­
tice, and we executed well.”
Grimes and Green may have been able 
to do more damage if it weren’t for Tru­
man controlling the ball for much of the 
first half. After the first quarter, Truman 
dominated the time of possession, holding 
the ball for 12 minutes and 49 seconds.
“(I’m) proud of our defense from the 
standpoint that we didn’t give up any 
touchdowns in the first half?’ Mitchell 
said. “Wish we could have gotten our of­
fense more opportunities in the first half. 
We didn’t do a good job on defense at
44
I felt like I could put it 
anywhere. It was one 
of those good nights, so 
I was just happy.
ISIAH GRIMES
JUNIOR QUARTERBACK
getting off the field, and they used a lot of 
clock in the first half. When our offense 
did have those opportunities, we obvi­
ously took advantage of some of those.”
The game was closer on the score- 
board than it was on the stat sheet GVSU 
(2-0) outgained Truman (1-1) 565 yards 
to 219, including a 373 to 68 advantage in 
yards in the second half alone.
While the Lakers exploited the 
Truman defense through the air, they 
also found success on the ground. 
Junior running back Chris Robinson 
tallied 130 yards 
on 16 carries.
“We know 
what we have at 
the running back 
position,” Mitch­
ell said. “We got 
to try to stress 
the ball and push 
the ball down the 
field vertically. 
We’re attempting 
to try to become 
a more balanced 
offense, and tonight presented a good 
opportunity for us to do that.”
With two wins over relatively un­
known opponents, the lOth-ranked Lak­
ers will now set their sights on familiar 
foes, as they open up GLIAC play next 
week when they host Tiffin University.
“Were two 2-0 in non-conference 
play against two opponents that we re­
ally hadn’t played before,” Mitchell said. 
“Now we head into GLIAC play and ob­
viously strive to get better as we start to 
approach Tiffin.”
SCORING SUMMARY 1
1 ST 05:24 GV
Michael Ratay 2 yd run, 7-0
2ND 14:20TSU
Derek Koon 43 yd FG, 7-3
8:54 TSU
Derek Koon 26 yd FG, 7-6
04:53 GV
Michael Ratay 1 yd run, 14-6 
01:00 TSU-Derek Koon 45 yd FG, 
14-9
3RD 10:26 GV
Joel Schipper 21 yd FG, 17-9
07:01 GV
Jamie Potts 3 yd pass from Isiah 
Grimes, 24-9
02:23 TSU
Dallas Grier 6 yd pass from 
Conrad Schottel, 24-15
01:29 GV
Brandan Green 61 yd pass from 
Isiah Grimes, 31-1
r INJURY REPORT—
• Defensive end Matt Judon tore his ACL 
and meniscus in last week's game against 
Azusa Pacific. He will have surgery in the 
upcoming weeks, and will seek out a 
medical redshirt, which would give him 
two more years of eligibility.
• Mitchell said they would monitor Par- 
ling's status as the week progresses. It's 
the same shoulder that was bothering 
him in training camp. Mitchell said that 
they will evaluate Grimes' performance 
and Parting's health to decide who will 
start against Tiffin.
• Safeties ErikThompson (pectoral muscle) 
and Brad Horling (groin) both did not 
dress for the game. Horling participated 
in pre-game warm-ups, but was not able 
to go full speed, so he dressed down.
• Isiah Dunning made his debut after sitting 
out the season opener with a shoulder in­
jury. Dunning, who was hit by a truck by 
one of his teammates, recorded six tack­
les and one sack in his first game back.
• Defensive lineman Lucas Kozuch suffered 
an ankle injury in the first half. The initial 
diagnosis is a sprained ankle.
\ OLL E ^ B \ L L
Lakers strike gold at Oredigger Classic
GV defeats No. 6 Washburn, No. 22 Central Washington in Colorado
BY JAY BUSHEN
ASSISTANTSPORTS 
@ LANTHORN.COM
This unranked team could 
not care less where it stands in 
the AVCA Coaches Poll.
The Grand Valley State Uni­
versity women’s volleyball team 
used an unpredictable attack to 
upset a pair of ranked opponents 
in a 4-0 weekend at the Oredig­
ger Classic in Golden, Colo.
“It’s an awesome feeling,” 
GVSU head coach Deanne 
Scanlon said. “I’m still kind of 
overwhelmed. We’ve broken 
through to the next level now 
and realize well be playing with 
a target on our back.”
GVSU (6-2) had emphasized 
the importance of closing out
tight games in practice all week 
following a mediocre outing 
in the Riverfront Hotel Grand 
Rapids Classic. The extra time 
in practice paid off in a big way, 
as the team pulled off upsets 
over No. 6 Washburn University 
and No. 22 Central Washington 
University.
The team figures to move into 
the Top 25 soon after knocking 
off three ranked opponents in a 
seven-day span. It had already 
upset No. 6 Southwest Minne­
sota State University in four sets 
on Sept. 7.
“I don’t pay too much at­
tention to the rankings, but we 
deserve to be there,” Scanlon 
said. “We played ourselves into 
a good spot, and I think people
will take notice of us. I will be 
surprised if we don’t move up.”
On Thursday, the 2005 
AVCA National Coach of the 
Year said she hoped to get more 
players involved offensively, and 
it paid off in a big way.
In a five-set victory over Texas 
Woman’s University (25-13, 25- 
19, 22-25, 19-25, 15-10), senior 
right side hitter Megan Schroeder 
stepped up to lead the team with 
a match-high 16 kills.
“I love taking that role,” 
Schroeder said. “It’s nice to be 
able to step in and know that 
other people can have that con­
fidence in me.”
GVSU then geared up to
SEE VOLLEYBALL ON A8
GVL | JESSICA HOLLENBECK
Team player: Kaleigh Lound blocks at the net for the Lakers.
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Rugby team stands its ground
Rookies get learning experience in 95-0 victory over Hope
BY AUTUMN BURIN
ABURIN @ LANTHORN.COM
A 95-0 differential may not exactly be 
the final score of an edge-of-your-seat rugby 
match, but a bold statement was made: The 
Grand Valley State University mens club 
rugby team is a force to be reckoned with.
Although Hope College was never con­
sidered a legitimate threat to the Lakers (due 
to the fact they are a newer addition to the 
world of college rugby), the Inkers viewed 
the match as a vital learning opportunity for 
the more competitive meets ahead. It was 
a chance for the rookies to improve before 
they got to a point where a few honest mis­
takes could really throw off a match against 
stronger teams.
These include teams such as Oakland 
University, Saginaw Valley State University, 
Davenport University—who the Lakers are 
facing Wednesday—and Ferris State Uni­
versity a few weeks down the road.
Dave Diese was a contributor to the 
team’s victory and is an athlete who, ac­
cording to coach John Mullett, oppos­
ing players find very difficult to compete
against due to his extreme physical fit­
ness.
“A lot of our new guys came together in 
our backline,” Diese said. “They were per­
forming very well which is something we 
have been struggling for.”
With the improvement of the rookies 
came vital communication between play­
ers, which Diese said is something they as 
a team have been working on perfecting for 
some time.
“When we had a problem, we would 
bring it right up and it would be fixed im­
mediately,” Diese said about his teammates’ 
improved communication.
GVSU’s team wasn’t the only one that 
benefitted from the match. Mullett said 
Hope College’s rugby team made sure to 
thank their opponents because it helps them 
to improve and to see how it’s done right.
Dallas Davis, a promising athlete re­
turning to the team for his second year, 
takes great pride in his team and has hope 
in the future of his sport.
“Today got a lot of new guys playing 
experience that was much needed, and it’s
looking good for the future of Grand Valley 
Rugby,” Davis said. “New players or old, it 
all comes down to raw talent and the will­
ingness to improve with everything you 
have that will make or break you on this 
team."
Being a smaller team this year has lead to 
a close-knit bond between rookies and old 
pros alike.
“We supported each other today in going 
into tackles and things like that,” Diese said.
Mullett, who saw this match as merely a 
warm-up before the actual trial, knows his 
team has potential—potential that can’t be 
held back by Division II teams who barely 
offer competition.
“It’s a little tough to get up to playing 
competitively quickly,” Mullett said, adding 
that his team is out to improve and that can 
only be achieved through tough competi­
tion. “We have a lot of improving to do our­
selves, and that’s why it is a good thing we 
have Davenport this coming week because 
they are better than us quite frankly, and that 
means we can learn from them and improve 
off of them.
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on Washburn, a peren­
nial powerhouse that has 
occupied a top-10 spot in 
the AVCA rankings for 53 
consecutive weeks. GVSU 
once again found itself tied 
after four sets.
“In the fifth set, we said 
‘this game is ours,”’ junior 
setter Kaitlyn Wolters said. 
“Our energy was so high... 
it was unreal. It was a huge 
turning point for us.”
Behind a balanced at­
tack, the team rallied for a 
15-13 victory. A breakout 
game from middle blocker 
Kaleigh Lound may have 
changed the dynamic of the 
2013-2014 season for the 
Lakers, as the sophomore 
tallied a team-high 13 kills 
and six blocks.
“People were stopping 
to watch her play,” Scanlon 
said of Lound.
Her momentum carried 
over into the next game 
against Fort Lewis College,
T?
where she recorded sevei\ 
kills and six blocks to help 
the team reach its third vie* 
tory of the weekend (17-25, 
25-19, 25-12, 25-23).
The Lakers had one more 
opportunity to show that 
rankings mean little on the 
court and relied upon a fa­
miliar leader to carry them^
junior outside hitttt 
Abby Aiken capped off a)j 
impressive weekend withjj* 
double-double (17 kills and* 
11 digs) as the team defeat* 
ed Central Washington iif 
four sets. Lound also kept 
it going with eight kills and 
seven blocks.
Wolters played a sig­
nificant role in the offense 
throughout each of the 
four wins, tallying 182 to­
tal assists. Both she and Ai­
ken were named to the All- 
Tournament Team.
GVSU begins its GLIAC 
schedule at home on Friday 
against Hillsdale College 
at 7 p.m. before taking on 
Northwood University on 
Saturday at 4 p.m.
Lakers win two. lose one in weekend play
BY PAT BICANICH
PBICANICH @ LANTHORN.COM
After sweeping the opening 
weekend, the Grand Valley State 
University women’s tennis team 
used a balanced attack to con­
tinue its success in its opening 
weekend at home.
The Lakers defeated Findlay 
by a score of 8-1 in their 2013 
home opener on Friday. GVSU 
got off a to a strong start win­
ning No. 1 and No. 3 doubles.
The Lakers’ only loss came 
in No. 2 doubles where Lexi 
Rice and Carola Oma took the 
match into a tiebreaker. GVSU 
took complete control of the 
match by winning each of the 
six singles matches.
Kali Phillips, Niki Shipman 
and Leah Dancz all went 2-0 on 
the day winning both their sin­
gles and their doubles matches.
GVSU lost an exception­
ally close match to Wayne 
State University 5-4 on Sat­
urday. It was the first loss of 
the season for the Lakers.
The players had a promising 
start as they were able to win
two out of the three doubles 
matches. Kali Phillips and Leah 
Dancz teamed up to win a hard- 
fought No. 2 doubles match 8-6, 
while Morgan Patterson and 
Niki Shipman won their No. 3 
doubles match 8-1.
Wayne State took over the 
match by winning four of the 
six singles matches including 
the first three. Kali Phillips lost 
a very competitive match in 
which she forced a third set.
Niki Shipman was victorious 
at No. 4 singles by scores of 6-2 
and 6-4, and Kelly Trapp won a 
three-set match 3-6,6-4 and 7-5.
Head coach John Black said 
he was pleased with the team’s 
effort against Wayne State. It 
was a good measuring stick for 
what the Lakers need to im­
prove on in order to win those 
tight matches.
“We had our chances and it 
could have gone either wayT Black 
said. “It showed us some things we 
need to improve on. In doubles we 
need to be more aggressive and 
have more movement It’s good 
because you’re not going to learn
from winning 8-0, you’re going to 
learn from close matches like this.”
Despite the loss, the Lakers 
believe that they can learn from 
the match. They are optimistic 
that they will be able to make the 
necessary adjustments to defeat 
the Warriors when they meet 
again in GLIAC play.
“The matches were very 
close and everyone played well,” 
Phillips said. “Every year I have 
been on the team we have lost to 
Wayne State in the regular season 
and then beat them in the confer­
ence tournament, so we hope to 
do the same this season.”
Sunday’s match against Hills­
dale was moved to Ramblewood 
Tennis 8c Health Club due to 
rainy weather in Allendale. The 
Lakers closed out the weekend 
on a high note by defeating the 
Chargers 8-1. GVSU lost the No. 
1 doubles match before tearing 
off 8 consecutive victories to fin­
ish the weekend.
The Lakers were able to come 
out ahead in doubles play in all 
three matches, which has been 
a point of emphasis this year. It
GVL | HANNAH MKZO
Rocket launch: Junior Kali Phillips backhands the ball at her opponents from Wayne State • 
University. Phillips played doubles at Saturday’s match with her partner Leah Dancz (junior). •
helps to get an early lead play 
instead of having to battle back 
being down 3-0 or 2-1 before 
singles matches begin.
“It really makes a difference for 
your confidence going into singles,” 
Phillips said. “It gives us a boost to 
know that we are on our way al­
ready and that we just need to do
continue to keep the pressure on 
the other team and close it out” 
The Lakers are pleased with 
the direction that their doubles 
teams are going, but they still 
haven’t reached their full poten­
tial. This will come in time as ev­
ery player has a new partner, and 
it takes time to build chemistry.
“All of our doubles teams are 
new this year,” Dancz said. “No 
one has played together in the past. 
We have had a lot more practice in 
doubles this season and I think we 
will continue to improve the more 
we play together’’
The Lakers host Saginaw Val­
ley State University on Sept. 20.
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Tough competition: Senior Tayler Ward steals the ball away from a Minnesota State University player. Both teams entered the game undefeated, but the 
Lakers managed to keep their slate clean of losses, winning the game.
UNTOUCHED
No. 2 women's soccer team shuts out No. 4 ranked Minnesota State-Mankato
,1
T
BY TATE BAKER
TBAKER@LANTHORN.COM
wo undefeated top-five 
teams entered Sunday’s 
match undefeated. When it 
was all said and done, it was 
•}he Grand Valley State University 
%>omen’s soccer team that kept its loss 
^column unblemished.
J- On Sunday, the No. 2 ranked 
GVSU women opened their 2013 
*3iome campaign as they faced the No. 
*4 ranked team in the country, Minne­
sota State-Mankato University. Both 
♦IpySU and Minnesota State-Mankato 
•Vent into the game unbeaten—GVSU 
*.;with a 1-0-1 record and Minnesota 
T State-Mankato with a 3-0 record.
S- “We prepared to play another 
Sough opponent, as we did last week­
end,” head coach Dave Dilanni said. 
^Minnesota State-Mankato is a good 
£ieam—one of the tougher opponents 
t,\ve will face this season.” 
c* This was just the second time 
Evince 2008 that 
r the Lakers hosted 
T-a top-five ranked 
Seam at home.
JjlGVSU came into
* Sunday’s game 
J_with a chance to 
»• start its season
• with wins against
tt
I've been lucky to 
be on the receiving 
end of great scoring 
opportunities.
CHARUE SOCIA
JUNIOR PLAYER
DAVE DILANNI
HEAD SOCCER COACH
rttiree ranked 
!!-teams. The Lak- 
J. ^rs previously 
1 -defeated No. 5 
j Armstrong Uni- 
* yersity and No. 13 Columbus State 
£ tyniversity this season, 
j* “We are a work in progress right 
t now, the season really just started,”
We prepared to play 
another tough opponent 
as we did last 
weekend.
Dilanni said. “I’m happy with where 
we are at right now, but we have areas 
we can improve.”
Both Laker and Maverick goal­
keepers came into 
Sunday’s matchup 
by not allowing a 
goal. Minnesota 
State-Mankato’s 
goalkeeper Molly 
McGough record­
ed three shutouts, 
while GVSU’s Ab­
bey Miller went 
into Sunday’s 
game with two 
shutouts.
“Our forwards
and midfielders have done a great 
job in not allowing as many shots my 
way,” Miller said. “Coming into this 
game, they knew what we needed 
out of them to win.”
GVSU started out strong as junior 
Charlie Socia recorded her second 
goal of the season 
at the 4:51 mark in 
the opening half.
“I’ve had more 
of an aggressive 
approach and I’ve 
been pressing a lot 
more this year,” So­
cia said. “I’ve been 
lucky to be on the 
receiving end of 
great scoring op­
portunities set up 
by my teammates.”
The Laker defense survived all 
of Minnesota State-Mankato surges 
in the first half and took a 1-0 lead 
into halftime. The pace continued
throughout the second half until 
freshman Kendra Stauffer scored her 
first career goal as a Laker, pushing 
GVSU out to a 2-0 lead at the 70:48 
minute mark.
“Our defense 
has really come 
together so far 
this season,” Socia 
said. “They have 
recovered really 
well to the other 
team’s pressure, 
especially Minne­
sota State-Manka­
to’s today.”
GVSU held 
on the rest of 
the game, shutting out Minnesota 
State-Mankato. The Lakers doubled 
the Mavericks shot attempts 20 to 
10, which ultimately led to another 
Laker victory.
“We came out in the second half a 
lot more energized, which ultimate­
ly led to more scoring opportunities 
for us,” Miller said. “Our movement 
off the ball created opportunities 
for them and also kept the pressure 
off of me and our defense.”
Senior goalkeeper Abbey Miller 
has started the season on a hot streak 
as she has adds another shutout to her 
resume and her third of the season.
“I have to credit my defense for not 
allowing any goals so far this season,” 
Miller said. “Take this game by exam­
ple: I had to defend only 4 shots on 
goal, compared to our offense which 
put 11 shots on goal today.”
GVSU is back in action on Sept. 20 
when it travels to Ohio to face GLIAC 
foe Ashland University.
Men, “ “ keep up with 
Dl runners at Spartan race
GVL I ARCHIVE
Top finish: Coach Jerry Baltes advises cross country runners.
BY ADAM KNORR
AKNORR@LANTHORN.COM
T
he Grand Valley State 
University cross coun­
try teams hit the 
ground running on Friday as 
it opened the year in East Lan­
sing at the Spartan Invitation­
al. Among a field of nearly 20 
squads, the Lakers stood out 
from the other non-Division I 
schools with a strong showing 
to start the year.
On the men’s side, GVSU 
filled the leaderboard, end­
ing the day with six runners 
in the top-10 finishers. The 
Lakers were paced by junior 
Alan Peterson, who posted 
an 8K time of 24 minutes, 34 
seconds in the first official 
8K of the season. Peterson 
finished in third place, fall­
ing short of Southern Indi­
ana University’s Johnnie Guy 
by a mere 24 seconds. Nip­
ping on Peterson’s heels was 
fellow senior Laker Larry 
Julson, who finished fourth, 
clocking in at 24:46. Seniors 
Josh Moskalewski and Brent 
Showerman along with 
sophomores Chad Cini and 
Spencer Pageau came in at 
sixth, eighth, ninth and 10th 
at the meet, respectively.
“For the first meet of 
the year, we had some re­
ally good things happen,” 
head coach Jerry Baltes said. 
“Some kids really stepped up 
and performed well today.”
GVSU has high expecta­
tions for the year as it re­
turns all but two runners to 
a men’s team full of experi­
ence. As for the women’s 
team, the Lakers are bring­
ing back six of seven run­
ners from last year’s roster.
The women’s side out­
shone the men on Friday as 
the Lakers brought home 
the Olympic sweep—finish­
ing first, second and third 
in the women’s 6K meet.
Sophomore Jess Janecke set 
the bar with a winning time 
of 21:19. Senior Courtney 
Brewis and junior Allyson 
Winchester took the other 
two podium spots with 
times of 21:25 and 21:32.
“This race just proves 
that we are right up there 
with the Division I teams,” 
Janecke said. “We can’t back 
down from talented indi­
viduals. Today puts us in a 
good position to compete 
for the rest of the year.”
The rest of the year will 
have lofty expectations that 
come with it, but the Lak­
ers are prepared to take on 
whatever happens to step 
into their path. In two weeks, 
GVSU will make the trek to 
Minnesota for the Roy Gri- 
ak Invitational. This will be 
the first year that the Lakers 
compete in Golden Gopher 
territory, but success will be 
expected nonetheless.
“Every week we just have 
to focus on getting better 
and improving,” Baltes said. 
“Hopefully we’ll be able to 
keep getting better and we’ll 
be able to compete for some 
championships this year.”
The successful weekend 
is especially sweet for the 
Lakers as they were able to 
see all their hard work in 
the off-season finally come 
to fruition. GVSU is ripe 
with experience and, with 
each passing year, the run­
ners have learned that the 
best way to run a race is 
with the team.
“You can’t really run a 
race by yourself,” Janecke 
said. “One of the biggest 
things in cross country is 
to find a teammate and run 
with them. We did a good 
job of that today and it says 
a lot about our team, the 
way we compete and the ca­
maraderie we have.”
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Roommates
I am a sophomore looking for 
ALL female roommates near 
the Allendale campus for the 
Winter semester. Hoping to 
not have to pay over $400 for 
rent, depends on the situa­
tion. If you live extremely 
close to a bus stop for the 50 
in downtown Grand Rapids, I 
could work with that. If any­
one needs a roommate dur­
ing the Winter semester or 
knows of anyone who does, 
please contact me by email 
to bhagger1294@gmail.com 
or call 269-487-7041.
In need of two roommates 
for my 3BR house in GR’s 
East Hills area. Email me for 
more information 
lacroixl@mail.gvsu.edu
Services
Looking for a locally made 
wedding, birthday, or shower 
cake? I can custom create 
them! Add more fun to your 
party with creative caks, mini 
cupcakes, cake pops, etc. 
Like me on Facebook: Silk 
City Cakery. Check out my 
website for pictures & pricing 
www.silkcitycakerv.com
Employment
TEXAS HOLD’EM POKER
Love poker? Think you can 
deal poker? We’re always 
looking for dealers! The 
poker room at Lincoln Coun­
try Club! Send us an 
email...jsackjr@gmail.com
Housing
Looking for a female room­
mate to fill one spot in a 
campus view townhome!
4 bed/2 bath. $340/month. 
$100 off 1st month’s rent. If 
interested, please contact 
Hannah via email 
(deakh@mail.gvsu.edu) or 
text (574-361-8784).
Looking for a Subleaser for 
the 2014 Winter semester. I 
live in Meadows Crossing 
apartments with 3 other 
guys. 419 a month, including 
cable, water, parking, a pool, 
and tons of other amenities! I 
would pay any sublease fees, 
and would consider even 
paying more for some extra 
incentive. Please text or call 
me at 989-750-2499 or email 
me at eaurab@gmail.com
Looking for a subleaser for 
winter semester. Copper 
Beech. 4bed. 3 awesome fe­
male roommates. Rent is 
$422/month (water included). 
If interested, please contact 
Alexis at 231-330-2174.
Looking to sublease a 1 bed­
room apartment. Please con­
tact ASAP if you are looking 
for a subletter. 
donnelld@mail.gvsu.edu 
Open to 2 br w/good room­
mate. Clean, studious.
One subleaser needed for 
the winter semester, starting 
January 1, 2014. Located in 
the 48 West B style apart­
ment. Rent is $460/month 
with free parking. Close to 
bus stop, guest parking, and 
amenities. If interested, 
please contact Lisa at 
630-915-5940.
Internships
Walgreens
Job Title: Community 
Manaement Internship 
Salary: $14/hour 
Location: Nationwide
Search Job Id: 9499 
For more information visit 
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Forever Prints Pottery
Job Title: Ceramics and 
Graphic Design Internship
Paid: Yes
Location: Allendale, Ml 
Search Job ID: 9313 
Apply by: September 24, 
2013
For more information visit 
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Federal-Mogul Corporation
Job Title: Engineering Intern 
Paid: Yes
Location: Greenville, Ml 
Search Job ID: 9491 
Apply by: September 28, 
2013
For more information visit 
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
MGM Resorts International 
Job Title: Hospitality Intern­
ship Program (HIP) 
Location: Las Vegas, NV 
Job Search ID: 9712 
Apply By: November 29, 
2013
For more information visit 
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Northwestern Mutual Finan­
cial Network
Job Title: Financial Repre­
sentative-Intern 
Location: Multiple 
Job Search ID: 9681 
Apply By: October 6, 2013
For more information visit 
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Metro Health Hospital 
Job Title: Marketing and 
Communications Intern 
Location: Wyoming, Ml 
Job Search ID: 9753 
Apply By: October 9, 2013
For more information visit 
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
YMCA of Greater Grand Rap­
ids
Job Title: College Readiness 
Program Intern 
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml 
Job Search ID: 9732 
Apply By: October 31, 2013
For more information visit 
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
live this way
Apartments & Townhomes 
616.895.2400
CAMPUS
VIEW
A coMMUWTY
EasyEventPlanning.com
Job Title: Marketing & Public 
Relations Internship
Location: Nationwide 
Search Job ID: 9550 
Apply by: October 1, 2013
For more information visit 
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs LIVE IT 
UP LAKER
Top Moda Women’s Pack-72 
Boots, $30, Tan, Military 
style, Brand New, Size 8, 
Email me at: 
tinsleyb@mail.gvsu.edu
Miscellaneous
FRIENDS
LIKE US ON
BRAIN BUSTERS »Bu«q3xj u»aj uhu« t •"•'V l uomotsunawvms -
"T IT": V
m
'Even If they came out with Clint
Eastwood__________________
aprons I wouldn't like doing dishesl*
SCRAMBLERS
Unscramble the letters within Mdt rectaogft* to form four ordinary words. TH©n 
rearrange the boxed letters to form the mystery word, which will complete the gegi
Debate
RAGUE
YMd
SINGER
_□_________□
ALGIE
oHT.s □ □
TODAY'S WORD
Out on a Limb by Gary Kopervas
Super Crossword
CREEPY
MOVIE
ACROSS 45 Metropolis of 104 End of the 6 Woman's 47 Innocent 87 Skulk
1 Plot anew Japan nddle bedroom until — guilty around
6 Huffed and 46 Funny 110 Trendily 7 Former 48 Deli staple 89 Subsequent
puffed Johnson dated Vegas star 49 Alternative to 92 They
10 Droid rival 47 Bibkcal song 111 Woodcutting Falana digital precede ens
ie Letters alter 50 One sparring tool 8 Terminus 51 Person 94 Narrow ship
C 52 Rios car 112 “So nasty!" 9 Passenger- (osttmg passages
19 Puccmi work maker 113 Pindaric transporting someone m 95 “Laura" star
20 Lady- 54 Actor Tony poem motorboat test 0M9
Chaplm 57 Riddle 114 A lire sign 10 Champagne 53 —-Z 96 Leads on
21 Actor Lon ol part 3 115 Melodious bucket (thorough) 97 Firebug
chillers 64 Suffix with 117 Actress Okn 11 Nobel Prize 55 Park place? 99 Org issuing
22 Yale Bowl pay or play 119 Haloed Fr. category 56 “We«.— rone-digit
yeter 65 Bread buy woman 12 — Solo -di-dah!' IDs
23 Start ota 67 Shoutder of 120 Spurt 13 — scale of 1 58 Hear legally 100 Unruly patch
riddte a road 121 Abbr. in co. to 10 59 Medical ms. of hair
26 Actor Affleck 66 Hooting names 14 So-fi manner plans 102 Related
27 Work units. baby bird 122 Riddle s 15 It has lashes 60 “So nasty'" element
in 11-Down 69 HoSow answer 16 Participant m 61 Big London form
26 BlackBerry between hi Ns 127 Leisure shirt an arguing insurer 103 Quilt stuffing
device, eg. 71 Riddle 128 Bee or flea contest 62 Flood zone 105 Small, sticky
tor short pari 4 129 Axel or lutz 17 Posh structures note
29 Floppy parts 76 Entwined 130 Word with 18 Savoir-laire 63 Unwavering 106 “If it —
of a beagle 77 Behave city or circle 24 Voice a view 66 U S. disaster broke ...*
30 Youths theatrically 131 Part of OS: 25 Rabbit km relief org 107 Like Swiss
oppoaffe 79 Feline cry Abbr 31 TV “explorei' 70 Ordmal peaks
32 Partner of 90 Kosovo 132 Capital of 33 Warm­ number 106 Not
neither resident Kansas blooded one ending optional
33 f*ucar»'s “0 82 Vote tor' 133 — terrier 34 Consume, 72 Stitch up 109 High-nses
— babtxno 63 Riddte. 134 Feats of skill BOte-styte 73 Ratted out 116 “How awful!"
caro" part 5 36 “Na Na“ 74 Doctor's 118 Jazz singer
34 Miss the 86 Revised as DOWN lead-tn charge James
mark text 1 Ivanhoes 37 Chicken — 75 It has triceps 119 Totter
35 Adherent 90 Dove nowe ladylove masala 78 List finisher 120 Clearheaded
Suffix 91 Unbusy bee 2 Screenwriter (Indian dish) Abbr 123 Sci-tt talent
38 I'a, in Athens 93 Sloppy Nora 40 Fuse 81 Mystify 124 Director
39 Riddte, 94 Ladder pert 3 Scant, to a 41 1997 80-11 64 Harbor inlet Spike or
part 2 96 Explorer — Bnt spoof, briefly 85 Lion sounds Ang
44 Ftetired da Gama 4 Part of M.A 42 Protecting 86 Attendance- 125 “1 see mice 1*
female 101 Hockey 5 *- -Man window checking 126 Prefix with
professor great Mario Fever' 43 Milk, in Metz routines kfe or size
1 2 3 4 5 I 6 i 8 9 ■ .0 11 12 1$ 14 U ■,0 1> 18
19 ■ 20
1
a, aa
23 25
1 ao
27 ■ a. ■ 29 _ 30, 31Si ■ W 35 ■“
39 41 42 43
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kyTerry Stickels
Maggie has nine puppies on her farm. She 
has to build four pens for the nine puppies, 
with each holding an odd number of puppies.
How can this be accomplished?
•,2013 King Features Syndeate
GO FIGURE! bv
The idea of Go Figure is to arrive 
at the figures given at the bot­
tom and right-hand columns of 
the diagram by following the 
arithmetic signs in the order 
they are given (that is. from left 
to right and top to bottom). Use 
only the numbers below the 
diagram to complete its blank 
squares and use each of the 
nine numbers only once.
DIFFICULTY: * *
* Moderate * * Difficult 
* * * 00 FIGURE!
Linda Thistle
123446789
Wishing & Well®
4 2 3 7 8 4 2 5 3 8 5 2 4
U L A J J N 0 C W 0 0 V E
3 6 8 5 4 5 8 3 8 4 8 2 7
A M Y N X F F R R P 0 E 0
8 2 3 6 4 5 3 5 3 6 5 8 4
M 0 M A E I F D R K E H C
8 2 6 8 3 4 3 4 2 8 3 4 8
U F E M I T E E H 0 N D R
3 6 4 3 7 6 4 5 3 4 2 5 6
D C A S Y H I N H R 0 C A
5 2 4 7 3 6 3 4 6 4 5 6 4
E M T F I N P R G A S E V
7 5 2 4 7 4 6 5 7 5 7 5 7
U 0 E E L L S A D R A S Y
HERE IS A PLEASANT LITTLE GAME that will give you a 
message every day It s a numerical puzzle designed to spell 
out your fortune Count the letters in your first name. If the 
number of letters is 6 or more, subtract 4. If the number is less 
than 6, add 3. The result is your key number Start at the up­
per left-hand comer and check one of your key numbers, left 
to right. Then read the message the letters under the 
checked figures give you.
© 2013 King Features Synd., Inc All rights reserved
Even Exchange by Donna Pettman
Each numbered row contains two clues and two 6-letter answers. The two answers differ from each other 
by only one letter, which has already been inserted. For example, if you exchange the A from MASTER 
for an I, you get MISTER. Do not change the order of the letters.
1. A. G. Bell invention
2. Actress Shields
3. Trumpet kin
4. Comedian Seinfeld
5. Car storage area
6. Meadow
7. Salve
8. Gut feeling
9. More solid 
10. Soft leather
N
Fake ____________Y
Streams _______________ S
Cummerbund or girdle________ S_____
Absorbent cloth T____________
Semi or pickup ________ C  
12 dozen ____ O______
Magic brew P_______________
Rabbit cage _____T_______
Cultivator 
Stockholm native
A
W
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